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a b s t r a c t
Most contemporary multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) store and handle a
population with a linear list, and this may impose high computational complexities on
the comparisons of solutions and the ﬁtness assignment processes. This paper presents a
data structure for storing the whole population and their dominating information in
MOEAs. This structure, called a Dominance Tree (DT), is a binary tree that can effectively
and efﬁciently store three-valued relations (namely dominating, dominated or non-dominated) among vector values. This paper further demonstrates DT’s potential applications in
evolutionary multi-objective optimization with two cases. The ﬁrst case utilizes the DT to
improve NSGA-II as a ﬁtness assignment strategy. The second case demonstrates a DTbased MOEA (called a DTEA), which is designed by leveraging the favorable properties of
the DT. The simulation results show that the DT-improved NSGA-II is signiﬁcantly faster
than NSGA-II. Meanwhile, DTEA is much faster than SPEA2, NSGA-II and an improved version of NSGA-II. On the other hand, in regard to converging to the Pareto optimal front and
maintaining the diversity of solutions, DT-improved NSGA-II and DTEA are found to be
competitive with NSGA-II and SPEA2.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) involve the simultaneous optimization of two or more objectives (often
competing) and usually have no single optimal solution [8]. It is usually difﬁcult or even impossible to assign priorities as
in single-objective optimization problems (SOPs); thus, an algorithm returning a set of promising solutions is preferable
to one returning only one solution that is based on certain weighting of the objectives. For this reason, in the past 20 years,
there has been increased interest in applying evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to MOPs [5].
A number of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been proposed [6,9,33]. These MOEAs use Pareto
dominance to guide the search and return a set of non-dominated solutions as results. Distinct from SOP, there are two goals
in multi-objective optimization: (1) converging to the Pareto optimal set and (2) maintaining the diversity of solutions in the
Pareto optimal set [9]. Many strategies and methods have been introduced and utilized to achieve these two goals [28]. To
address the ﬁrst issue, a Pareto-based ﬁtness assignment method is usually designed in order to guide the search toward the
true Pareto front [12]. The basic idea here is to rank the solutions according to their dominating relations and many effective
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ﬁtness assignment strategies have been proposed [9,13,33]. In regard to the second issue, some MOEAs have provided density estimation methods in order to preserve the diversity among solutions [2,9,27,29,33].
Several MOEAs have performed well in relation to some benchmark problems and real applications. However, most
MOEAs are time-consuming with the complexity OðGMN2 Þ (where G is the number of generations, M is the number of objectives and N is the population size) [14]. In most Pareto-based MOEAs, the storage of solutions in the population is implemented by a linear list, and the ﬁtness assignment schemes require that each solution is compared with a large number
of other solutions, resulting in OðGMN2 Þ processing time. The N 2 factor here shows that for large population sizes the processing time could become prohibitively long. We should note that in some situations it is desirable to have large population
sizes in MOEAs in pursuit of the two goals mentioned above [8]. Recently, more researchers have begun to pay attention to
this issue and have designed some effective approaches to improve the efﬁciency of MOEAs. Deb et al. [9] proposed a fast
algorithm to reduce the computational complexity of the non-dominated-sort process in NSGA [25]. Jensen [14] has systematically analyzed the computational complexity of many contemporary MOEAs and has presented several efﬁcient algorithms for the non-dominated sorting process. Moreover, to more efﬁciently compare and store the solutions, several
data structures have also been applied. Due to the high computational complexity of updating solutions in the elite archive
(for a detailed description of an elite archive, see [32]), Mostaghim et al. studied the possibility of applying a Quad-tree to
store the Pareto-points [16] and Fieldsend et al. introduced a dominated/nondominated tree (DNT) so as to sort the individuals in the elite archive [11]. Although these two data structures can somewhat accelerate the non-dominated sorting process of the elite archive, especially when the elite archive is large, the individuals that they manage are limited to those in the
elite archive, rather than the whole population. To resolve this issue, two other data structures were proposed. Alberto and
Mateo have presented the irreducible domination graph (IDG) for representing and managing the population of a MOEA [1].
However, their experiments showed that the complexity of constructing an IDG with N nodes is still up to OðN 2 Þ. Although
Chen introduced another tree structure, the Pareto tree, so as to maintain the non-dominated population of the current comparison granularity, he did not prove that the structure was more efﬁcient [4].
Moreover, the selection process for most contemporary MOEAs is usually a complicated one. In NSGA-II, a crowded-comparison operator is used to guide the selection process [9], in which the solution with the lower rank is preferred, and the
solution located in a less crowded region is preferred, when both solutions are found to have the same rank. In the selection
process of SPEA2 [33], the non-domination ranks are considered ﬁrst, and when the archive is too small or too large, the density information is then considered. These selection strategies calculate the rank values and diversity values separately, and
then decide the ﬁtness synthetically. Moreover, during this process, many algorithms require sophisticated adjustment of a
number of parameters in accordance with the given problems and the analyst’s experience. For example, six strategies and
four parameters are used in DMOEA [29], and six parameters should be populated in TV-MOPSO [27]. To alleviate the issue,
PTSGA integrates the ﬁtness assignment, niching strategy and a non-dominated population reducing method into the Pareto
tree [4].
This paper introduces a data structure, called the Dominance Tree (DT) which is used for more efﬁcient population storage
and ﬁtness assignment. As a result, efﬁcient selection strategies can also be designed based on DT. The DT is a binary tree that
can preserve the dominating information of vectors. Distinct from a traditional binary search tree (BST) [18] that stores the
larger than or equal to (for simplicity, it is also called larger than) and smaller than relations of scalar numbers, a DT stores
the three-valued relations of solution vectors: dominating, dominated and non-dominated. The structure and construction
algorithms given by DT guarantee that it can preserve the necessary dominating relations, implicitly contain the density
information, and signiﬁcantly reduce the number of comparisons among solution vectors. In addition, we perform two case
studies with nine well-known test functions to explore the potential applications of DT in evolutionary multi-objective optimization (EMO) and to examine the effectiveness and efﬁciency of the DT-based MOEAs.
Hence, in this paper, we provide the ﬁrst detailed and comprehensive discussion of the theory and applications of the
DT. The preliminary work on this idea can be found in the other work by the authors [19], where Shi et al. realized that a
tree structure can store the relations of solutions of MOP. The DT concept was ﬁrst proposed by the authors in [22] where
the authors described the DTEA. The authors further analyzed the efﬁciency level of DTEA as well as its favorable characteristics in more comprehensive experiments in [24]. Since DTEA had been criticized for its restricted elite archive and absence of density estimation, Shi et al. improved the functioning of DTEA and validated its performance in [21]. Recently,
Shi et al. applied the DT to improve NSGA-II as a general ﬁtness assignment strategy [23]. This paper not only consolidates
those studies, it also makes the following two other signiﬁcant contributions. (1) It ﬁrst introduces and proposes the formal and complete theory of DT. In this paper, DT is not only depicted as a tool that is restricted to manage the solutions of
multi-objective optimization, but also as a general data structure that can effectively store the relations of vector values.
This paper also presents a complete and detailed account of the DT’s construction algorithms, and compares it with other
similar data structures. Moreover, an analysis of the computational complexity of the DT’s construction algorithms is given. (2) This paper, for the ﬁrst time, also comprehensively describes the applications of DT in EMO and validates the effectiveness and efﬁciency of DT by comparing DT-based algorithms with several other contemporary MOEAs with nine
benchmark functions. New criteria and tools are employed to offer a comparison of its performance, as well as to demonstrate its results.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 deﬁnes DT and further discusses its construction algorithms
and properties. Section 3 presents the two applications of DT in EMO. Section 4 presents the experiments and discusses the
results. Section 5 discusses some potential improvements of DT-based MOEAs. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
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2. Dominance tree
Most contemporary MOEAs store the individuals with a linear list. During the ﬁtness assignment process, each individual
is compared to the other individuals, resulting in the N 2 processing time (where N is the population size). However, many
unnecessary comparisons can be observed in this process, and these may be classiﬁed into two categories: (1) the relations
that can be deduced from the existing relations and (2) some relations that are less important to the accomplishment of the
goals. Let us consider the dominating relations among individuals to be capable of being visualized on a graph. Fig. 2a, as an
example, illustrates the relations among the ﬁve solutions that are initially shown in Fig. 1. Each node in this ﬁgure corresponds to one solution and each edge shows the relation between two adjacent nodes. Since we can intuitively assume that
there may be some redundant relations among the nodes, reducing them would be an effective method to reduce the computational complexity of the ﬁtness assignment process.
Due to the transitive property of Pareto dominance [30], some relations (i.e., edges) can be deduced from the existing relations. Taking Fig. 2a for example, since N5 dominates N3 and N3 dominates N2, we can deduce that N5 dominates N2. Thus, a
comparison between N5 and N2 is unnecessary.
We have also noticed that decision makers often make their decisions according to the optimal set and usually pay little
attention to other potential solutions. Although dominated solutions are useful to the process of evolution (e.g., maintaining
the diversity of solutions), it may not be necessary to record their relations; thus comparisons among the dominated solutions may be avoided. In Fig. 2a, it is clear that N1 and N5 constitute the Pareto optimal set among the ﬁve nodes. Thus, the
relations among N2, N3 and N4, as dominated solutions, may not be very important or relevant as to either the optimization
or processes of decision making.
2.1. Structure of dominance tree
Through such analysis as has been related above, two principles for reducing unnecessary comparisons have been found:
(1) to avoid redundant comparisons, (2) to preserve only the necessary and important relations among the individuals. In
addition, it is also hoped that the Pareto optimal nodes in the current generation can be easily accessed.
In order to address the ﬁrst principle, since most ﬁtness assignment strategies are designed based on Pareto dominance
and our method is also based on this, further study in regard to the property of Pareto dominance is necessary. Without loss
of generality, we only consider the minimization problems in this paper.

v ¼ ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n Þ (denoted by ~u  ~
v ) if and only
Deﬁnition 1 (Pareto dominance). A vector ~
u ¼ ðu1 ; . . . ; un Þ is said to dominate ~
v , i.e.,8i 2 fi; . . . ; ng: ui 6 v i ^ 9i 2 f1; . . . ; ng : ui < v i .
if ~
u is partially less than ~
The set of all Pareto optimal decision vectors is called the Pareto optimal set. The corresponding set of objective vectors is
called the non-dominated set or the Pareto front. We can deduce that Pareto dominance has the following property, the proof
of which can be seen in Appendix A.1.
Property 1. Pareto dominance has properties of anti-reﬂexion and transition.
In comparing MOPs with SOPs, we ﬁnd a distinct difference in their respective solution comparison mechanisms. The
solutions in the objective space of SOP are scalar numbers and their relations have two values: smaller than and larger than.
However, the solutions from MOP are vectors and their relations have three values: ~
u~
v; ~
v  ~u and non-dominated. This
can be deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2 (Better function).

Fig. 1. Coordinates of ﬁve solutions with two objectives in the objective space.
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Fig. 2. (a) An illustration of the relations among the nodes with a graph. (b) An illustration of the relations among the nodes with a dominance tree.

8
~
v
u~
>
<1
~
~
~
Betterðu; v Þ ¼ 1 v  ~
u
>
:
0
non-dominated
The Better function formally deﬁnes the relation among vectors. If Betterð~
u; ~
v Þ ¼ 1; ~u dominates ~
v . If Betterð~u; ~
v Þ ¼ 1; ~u is
v (i.e., ~
v dominates ~u). If Betterð~u; ~
v Þ ¼ 0; ~u is non-dominated by ~
v , meaning that some elements of ~u are not
dominated by ~
v and others are not smaller. Note that when ~u and ~
v are identical, Betterð~u; ~
v Þ ¼ 0, since ~u ~
v and ~
v  ~u.
larger than that of ~
The Better function relations of the nodes in Fig. 1 are shown in Table 1. The Better function has the following properties.

v Þ ¼ 1, then Betterð~
v ; ~uÞ ¼ 1. If Betterð~u; ~
v Þ ¼ 1, then Betterð~
v ; ~uÞ ¼ 1. If Betterð~u; ~
v Þ ¼ 0, then
Property 2. If Betterð~
u; ~
v ; ~uÞ ¼ 0.
Betterð~
~ Þ ¼ 1, then Betterð~
~ Þ ¼ 1.
v Þ ¼ 1; Betterð~
v; w
u; w
Property 3. If Betterð~
u; ~
~ Þ ¼ 0, then Betterð~
~ Þ–  1.
v Þ ¼ 1; Betterð~
v; w
u; w
Property 4. If Betterð~
u; ~
The proof for these properties can be seen in Appendix A.2–A.4. Through these properties, one can deduce the relations
among some vectors based on their known relations without having to do direct comparisons. Property 2 reﬂects the general
reﬂexive property of Pareto dominance, indicating the lack of a need to compare ~
v with ~u if ~u has been compared with ~
v.
~ can be
Property 3 reﬂects the transitive property of Pareto dominance, based on which a comparison between ~
u and w
~ Þ if
avoided. Property 4 is also useful in the comparison process. In fact, there are nine possible relations for Betterð~
u; w
~ Þ are known. Properties 3 and 4 only show two of these and they will be applied in this paper.
v Þ and Betterð~
v; w
Betterð~
u; ~
Other relations and their applications can be seen in [20].
As for the second principle, an effective method should not only be able to avoid having to store unimportant relations,
but should also be able to more easily access the Pareto optimal nodes in the current generation. More speciﬁcally, the method should satisfy the following criteria: (1) the relations among the nodes in the current Pareto optimal set should be preserved and these nodes should be easily accessible; (2) each node should have at least one relation to the others so as to
avoid being an isolated node; (3) the ‘middle’ nodes should have the capability of preserving the three-valued relations.
Clearly, a binary tree offers a good solution for these requirements. Fig. 2b demonstrates such a binary tree. As compared
to Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b preserves the ’important’ relations and reduces some unnecessary relations. As a consequence, a binary tree
can effectively preserve most of the relation information among solution vectors while also requiring fewer comparisons. As
this is a special binary tree, we have named it a dominance tree. This new concept can be deﬁned in the following manner.
Deﬁnition 3 (Dominance tree). A dominance tree is a binary tree deﬁned as follows:
Table 1
The Better relations among nodes in Fig. 1.

N1
N2
N3
N4
N5

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

0
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
1

0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
1
1
1
0
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(1) A dominance tree is either an external node or an internal node connected to a pair of dominance trees, which are
called the left sub-tree and the right sub-tree of that node.
(2) Each node in the dominance tree has four ﬁelds: id, count, child and sibling, where the id ﬁeld registers which vector
the node represents, the count ﬁeld registers the size of its left sub-tree (including itself), the child ﬁeld links to its left
sub-tree whose root is dominated by that node, and the sibling ﬁeld links to its right sub-tree whose root is non-dominated by that node.
The deﬁnition of the DT is similar to that of the BST, and they share some similar properties. For example, in both data
structures, a node’s child is the root of its sub-tree; correspondingly, the node is the parent of its child. In addition, if we
consider that the dominated relation in a DT corresponds to the smaller than relation in a BST and that the non-dominated
relation corresponds to the larger than relation in a BST, then a DT is similar to a BST. The exception here is the fact that the
relations of nodes in a BST are two-valued, whereas they are three-valued in a DT. Two differences between a DT and a BST
should be noted. First, the left and right sub-tree of a node in these two tree structures have different meanings. Furthermore, they have different properties. A detailed analysis of this point can been seen in Section 2.3.
A new concept sibling chain is deﬁned in a DT. The sibling chain of a DT refers to the chain constituted by the DT’s root
node and its sibling nodes (it is also called the sibling chain of the DT’s root node). Following a node’s sibling ﬁeld, one can
obtain the node’s sibling chain. Taking Fig. 2b as an example, N1 and N5 form a sibling chain of the DT whose root is N5.
Similarly, N3 and N4 also constitute a sibling chain of the DT whose root is N3.
2.2. Dominance tree construction algorithms
Similar to a BST, the construction algorithms of a DT are also recursive. Unlike in a BST, when inserting a new node into a
DT, there are three cases. If the new node is dominated by the root, it will be inserted into the left sub-tree of the root, which
is similar to the smaller than relation in a BST. Similar to the larger than relation in a BST, if the new node is non-dominated
by the root, it will be inserted into the right sub-tree of the root. Based on Property 4, if the new node dominates the root, the
new node cannot be dominated by the nodes in the root’s sibling chain. Thus, the nodes in the root’s sibling chain may be
either non-dominated by or dominated by the new node. In this case, the new node should ﬁrst replace the root, and then the
root is inserted into the left sub-tree of the new node. After this, the algorithm continues to compare the new node with the
remaining nodes in the original root’s sibling chain. If nodes that are dominated by the new node exist, they should be deleted from the sibling chain and then be inserted into the left sub-tree of the new node.

Fig. 3. An illustration of the constructing and deleting process of a dominance tree. The left number in the node is its id, and the right number is its count.
(a–f) Illustrates the actions of inserting ﬁve nodes from N1 to N5. (f–k) Illustrates the actions of deleting the leftmost node. (f) and (i) Illustrates the actions
of balancing the tree.
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Fig. 4. An illustration of the relations among nodes in Fig. 1 with the data structure of a dominance tree.

Fig. 3a–f demonstrates the process of creating the DT that is initially depicted in Fig. 2b. The input order of these nodes is
N1, N2, N3, N4 and N5, and the results after inserting each node are shown from Fig. 3a–e, respectively. Finally, the complete
DT with ﬁve nodes inserted within it is shown in Fig. 3e. It is clear that the DT is unbalanced here, as the count of N5 (equal to
3) is larger than that of N1 (equal to 2) in Fig. 3e. To balance this tree, N5 with its left sub-tree moves along the sibling chain
in the left direction, as shown in Fig. 3f; please note that, as there are only two nodes in the sibling chain of the DT, N1 and N5
only need to switch their positions. After the balancing operation, we can see that Fig. 3f is the same as Fig. 2b. It should be
noted that, as a result of the balancing operation, the nodes in the same sibling chain are sorted in their count descending
order. The balancing operation is desirable due to the following reasons. First, the operation can make a DT as balancing as
possible without changing the relations of the nodes in the tree. Second, in a balanced DT, adding or deleting a node is less
time-consuming (see Section 2.4). In addition, the count ﬁeld of a node in a balanced DT implicitly contains the node’s density information (see Section 3.2).
Based on the discussion above, we present the dominance tree construction algorithms in Algorithms 1–5. The data structure and algorithms are implemented with C programming language. Fig. 4 illustrates how to store the relations of the ﬁve
nodes (N1–N5) with the data structure (note that these nodes are originally depicted in Fig. 2b). Please note that the sibling
ﬁeld of a node (say Node A) includes the lsibling and rsibling ﬁelds. The lsibling ﬁeld of Node A links to its parent node that is
non-dominated by it and its rsibling ﬁeld links to its right sub-tree whose root is non-dominated by it. With these two ﬁelds,
the sibling chain actually becomes a double link list, and thus traversing of the sibling chain is straightforward.
typedef struct DTNode{
int id, count;
struct DTNode *child;
struct DTNode *lsibling, *rsibling;
} DTNode, *DTTree;
ConstructTree in Algorithm 1 is the main loop. AddinTree in Algorithms 2 and AddinSibling in Algorithm 3 insert a new node
into a DT and guarantee that the DT is still valid after the operation. There are three choices in AddinSibling. When the inserted node (pNewnode) is dominated by an existing node (pChild), pNewnode is inserted into pChild’s left sub-tree, as
shown in Fig. 3b. When pNewnode is non-dominated by pChild, it is inserted into the right sub-tree (examples can be found
in Fig. 3c and d). When pNewnode dominates pChild, the operation DominatingAction in Algorithm 4 is invoked. The main
steps of DominatingAction include: (1) replacing pChild with pNewnode; (2) inserting pChild into pNewnode’s left sub-tree;
and (3) continuing to compare pNewnode with its right sibling nodes. In step 3, for any node in pNewnode’s right sibling
chain, if it is dominated by pNewnode, the node should ﬁrst be deleted from the sibling chain and then be inserted into
pNewnode’s left sub-tree. Fig. 3e illustrates this situation. BalanceTree in Algorithm 5 implements the tree balancing operation and can guarantee that the nodes in the same sibling chain are sorted in the descending order of their counts. For
example, if we compare the tree before the balancing operation in Fig. 3e and the tree after the balancing operation in
Fig. 3f, we can see that N5 and N1 exchange their positions after balancing and that the counts of the nodes (N5 and N1)
in the sibling chain in Fig. 3f are in the descending order. The same thing happens to the balancing operation depicted in
Fig. 3h and i.
Algorithm 1. Creating a dominance tree. pTree is the root of the whole tree (for simplicity, pTree is only used as the root and
it does not represent a vector).
Input: vectors set P.
Output: the dominance tree.
DTTree ConstructTree(VectorSet P) {
foreach (pNewnode 2 P)
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AddinTree (pTree, pNewnode);
return pTree;
}

Algorithm 2. Insert a new node (pNewnode) into pRoot’s left sub-tree when pNewnode is dominated by pRoot.
AddinTree(DTNode *pRoot, DTNode *pNewnode) {
pRoot->count = pRoot->count + pNewnode->count;
if(pRoot->child == NULL)
pRoot->child = pNewnode;
else AddinSibling(pRoot, pRoot->child, pNewnode);
}

Algorithm 3. Following Algorithm 2, when pNewnode is inserted into pParent’s left sub-tree, pNewnode is compared with
pChild, a node in the sibling chain of pParent’s left sub-tree.
AddinSibling (DTNode *pParent, DTNode *pChild, DTNode *pNewnode){
switch(Better(pNewnode, pChild))
case 0: //non-dominated
if(pChild->rsibling == NULL){
pChild->rsibling = pNewnode;
pNewnode->lsibling = pChild;
}
else AddinSibling(pParent, pChild->rsibling, pNewnode);
case 1: //dominating
DominatingAction(pParent, pChild, pNewnode);
BalanceTree(pParent, pNewnode, L);
case-1: //dominated
AddinTree (pChild, pNewnode);
BalanceTree (pParent, pChild, L);
}

Algorithm 4. The action to be taken when pNewnode dominates pChild, a node in the sibling chain of pParent’s left sub-tree.
DominatingAction (DTNode *pParent, DTNode *pChild, DTNode *pNewnode) {
/*pNewnode take the place of pChild*/
pNewnode->rsibling = pChild->rsibling;
pNewnode->lsibling = pChild->lsibling;
if (pChild->lsibling != NULL)
pChild->lsibling->rsibling = pNewnode;
else pParent->child = pNewnode;
if (pChild->rsibling != NULL)
pChild->rsibling->lsibling = pNewnode;
pChild->lsibling = NULL;
pChild->rsibling = NULL;
/*insert pChild into pNewnode’s left sub-tree*/
AddinTree(pNewnode, pChild);
/*pNewnode continues to compare with its right sibling nodes*/
DTNode *p = pNewnode->rsibling;
while (p){
DTNode *q = p;
p = p->rsibling;
if(Better(q, pNewnode) == 1) {
/*delete the dominated node q from the sibling chain*/
if(q->lsibling != NULL)
q->lsibling->rsibling = q->rsibling;
if(q->rsibling != NULL)
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q->rsibling->lsibling = q->lsibling;
q->lsibling = NULL;
q->rsibling = NULL;
/*add q into pNewnode’s left sub-tree*/
AddinTree(pNewnode, q);
}
}
}

Algorithm 5. Tree balancing operation. Sort the sibling chain of the pParent’s left sub-tree in their count descending order. If
the count of pMovenode (a node in the sibling chain) increases, it moves along the sibling chain to the left together with its
left sub-tree, or else it moves to the right. L and R are integers that represent the direction of such a movement.
BalanceTree (DTNode *pParent, DTNode *pMovenode, int direction) {
if(direction == L) {
DTNode *p = pMovenode->lsibling;
while(p && pMovenode->count > p->count){
/*exchange the position of p and pMovenode*/
pMovenode->lsibling = p->lsibling;
p->rsibling = pMovenode->rsibling;
pMovenode->rsibling = p;
p->lsibling = pMovenode;
if(pMovenode->lsibling == NULL)
pParent->child = pMovenode;
else pMovenode->lsibling->rsibling = pMovenode;
if(p->rsibling != NULL)
p->rsibling->lsibling = p;
p = pMovenode->lsibling;
}
}
if(direction == R) {
DTNode *p = pMovenode->rsibling;
while(p && pMovenode->count < p->count) {
/*exchange the position of p and pMovenode*/
pMovenode->rsibling = p->rsibling;
p->lsibling = pMovenode->lsibling;
pMovenode->lsibling = p;
p->rsibling = pMovenode;
if(p->lsibling == NULL)
pParent->child = p;
else p->lsibling->rsibling = p;
if(pMovenode->rsibling != NULL)
pMovenode->rsibling->lsibling = pMovenode;
p = pMovenode->rsibling;
}
}
}
Having considered the construction algorithms, let us examine the deleting algorithm of the DT. Although more general
algorithms for deleting an arbitrary node can be designed, we will only show a special case that deletes the leftmost node
here, as it has some preferable features in EMO. On the one hand, the algorithm can be used to design an effective eliminating
strategy for EMO (a detailed analysis of this can be seen in Section 3.2). On the other hand, the algorithm has less computational complexity as compared to other eliminating strategies (see Property 6 and Table 2). In most situations, starting
from the root node, the leftmost node can be identiﬁed by continuing to trace the left sub-tree (i.e., the child ﬁeld). Taking
Fig. 3f as an example, the leftmost node of the DT is N3. In a special situation where all nodes are non-dominated, the DT
becomes a list and thus the root node of the DT becomes the leftmost node (e.g., N1 in Fig. 3j). Algorithm 6 gives the deleting
algorithm. Fig. 3f–k illustrates the process with an example which is a continuation of that used for illustrating the construction algorithms. In Fig. 3h, the DT becomes unbalanced again as a consequence of the deleting operation (the count of N5
(equal to 1) is smaller than that of N1 (equal to 2)). In order to balance the tree, N5, together with its left sub-tree (its left
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Table 2
The average computational complexity of an individual evaluated in some popular MOEAs. M is the number of objectives, N is the population size.
Algorithm

Evaluating ﬁtness

Niching strategy

SPEA2
NSGA-II
NSGA-QS

OðMNÞ
OðMNÞ

NSGA-DT
DTEA

OðMln N þ MN=2M Þ

NÞ

OðMNÞ
OðM ln NÞ
OðM ln NÞ

OðMln N þ MN=2M Þ

2

OðM ln NÞ

2

Oðln N=MÞ

M1

Oðlog

sub-tree is NULL in Fig. 3h), moves along the sibling chain to the right as shown in Fig. 3i. Note that, while beneﬁting from the
balancing operation, the deleting algorithm still preserves the count descending order of nodes within the same sibling
chain.
Algorithm 6. Delete the leftmost node of a dominance tree.
Input: a dominance tree
Output: the leftmost node
DTNode *DeleteMostLeftNode(DTTree pTree) {
DTNode *p = pTree->child;
if(p == NULL)
return NULL;
else{
pTree->count–;
if(p->child == NULL) {
pTree->child = p->rsibling;
if(p->rsibling != NULL)
p->rsibling->lsibling = NULL;
p->rsibling = NULL;
return p;
}
else return DeleteNode (pTree);
}
}
DTNode *DeleteNode(DTNode *pRoot){
DTNode *p = pRoot->child;
DTNode *q = p->child;
p->count–;
if(q->child == NULL) {
p->child = q->rsibling;
if(q->rsibling != NULL)
q->rsibling->lsibling = NULL;
q->rsibling = NULL;
}
else q = DeleteNode (p);
BalanceTree(pRoot, p, R);
return q;
}

2.3. Properties of dominance tree
Lemma 1. The sibling chain of a dominance tree contains and only contains all of the Pareto optimal nodes in the tree.
Rationale. If there is only one node, it is clear that the lemma is true. According to the dominance tree construction algorithms, if the lemma is true for N nodes, there are three possibilities for a new node (pNode) to be inserted. (1) If pNode is
dominated by the root, it is inserted into the left sub-tree of the root. (2) If pNode is non-dominated by the root, it should
continue to be compared with the other nodes in the sibling chain of the DT. If it is dominated by one of them, it should be
inserted into the left sub-tree of the ﬁrst one. If it dominates a node in the sibling chain, the dominated node will be deleted
from the sibling chain. If it is non-dominated by the remaining nodes in the sibling chain, it becomes a member of the sibling
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chain. (3) If pNode dominates the root, the root is deleted from the sibling chain. In regard to the other nodes in the sibling
chain, if they are dominated by pNode, these nodes are also deleted from the sibling chain. Therefore, the construction process guarantees that the sibling chain only contains all of the Pareto optimal nodes in the tree.
From Lemma 1, it is a straightforward process to derive a useful corollary.
Corollary 1. The nodes in the sibling chain of a dominance tree are non-dominated.
According to Lemma 1, the nodes in the sibling chain of a DT are the Pareto optimal nodes in the tree, so these nodes are
non-dominated.
Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 show that the dominance tree construction algorithms can be used to ﬁnd the Pareto optimal set
of the population and that all of the Pareto optimal nodes are stored in the sibling chain of the tree. Since DT is a recursive
deﬁnition, each node can be seen as a DT whose sibling chain conserves all of the Pareto optimal nodes in that DT.
Lemma 2. The root of a dominance tree dominates all of the nodes in its left sub-tree.
Rationale. If there is only one node, it is clear that the lemma is true. If this is true for N nodes, there are three possibilities
for a new node (pNode). (1) If pNode is non-dominated by the root, it is inserted into its right sub-tree. (2) If pNode is dominated by the root, it is inserted to the left sub-tree of the root, so the lemma is still true. (3) If pNode dominates the root, the
root and the other nodes in the root’s sibling chain that are dominated by pNode should be inserted into the left sub-tree of
pNode, so pNode dominates all of the nodes in its left sub-tree according to Property 3. The lemma is always true under the
three conditions. Moreover, the BalanceTree operation does not change the nodes in the left sub-tree of a DT.
Lemmas 1and 2 are the major relations recorded in a DT. Since the DT reduces the comparisons among nodes, some relations among nodes are not directly shown in the tree. In a BST, the root is smaller than all of the nodes in its right sub-tree.
However, due to reduced comparisons and the BalanceTree operation, a DT does not have this similar property as in a BST. In
other words, in a DT the non-dominated relations between a root and the nodes in the root’s right sub-tree may be violated.
For example in Fig. 2b, N5 is not non-dominated by N2 which is in the right sub-tree of N5. Lemmas 1and 2 also show that
the construction algorithms satisfy the two principles proposed in Section 2.1.
Lemma 3. The root node of a dominance tree has the largest count value among the nodes in its sibling chain.
Rationale. In the construction algorithms, the BalanceTree operation in Algorithm 5 sorts the nodes in the sibling chain in a
count descending order once a node is inserted or deleted. So the root node of a DT always has the largest count value after
BalanceTree operation.
Lemmas 3 guarantees that the DT is as balancing as possible. As a side beneﬁt, the DT can get better average of the running time when a node is inserted or deleted.
2.4. Analysis of computational complexity
According to the Better function, as the comparison result of two vectors is three-valued, a vector can divide the objective
space into three parts. This can be deﬁned as follows.
u0 into three parts: the Pareto
Deﬁnition 5 (Pareto domination space). The objective space X is divided by a vector ~
S
S
dominating space Xdi , the Pareto dominated space Xdd and the non-dominated space Xdn . Xdi Xdd Xdn ¼ X. And
Xdi ¼ f~
uj~
u 2 X ^ Betterð~
u; ~
u0 Þ ¼ 1g; Xdd ¼ f~
uj~
u 2 X ^ Betterð~
u; ~
u0 Þ ¼ 1g; Xdn ¼ f~
uj~
u 2 X ^ Betterð~
u; ~
u0 Þ ¼ 0g.
The objective space is divided into three parts by a vector. The Pareto dominated space is similar to the notion ’forbidden
region’ in [29]. As shown in Fig. 5, the two-dimension objective space is divided into three subspaces by node ~
u0 . We can

Fig. 5. An illustration of the Pareto dominating space in the two-dimension objective space.
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observe that the probability that a random node (uniformly distributed in the objective space) falls in Xdn is larger than those
in Xdi or Xdd . In general, with the increase in the dimension of the objective space, the probability that a uniform random
node appears in Xdi or Xdd become smaller (a detailed analysis of this can be seen in the proof of Property 5 in the Appendix
A.5). In a MOEA, a solution in Xdd should have a greater likelihood of being eliminated than the nodes in the other spaces as a
dominated solution (dominated by ~
u0 ). It is anticipated that less and less solutions exist in Xdd and more solutions exist in Xdi
or Xdn as the evolutionary process goes on. The reason for this is that the solutions in Xdi are more prone to converge to the
true Pareto front. Moreover, the solutions in Xdn are useful to maintain the diversity of the population and at the same time
more preferable to the solutions in Xdd in terms of convergence to the Pareto front.
In order to analyze the computational complexity of constructing a DT, we need to calculate the expected number of comparisons when a node is inserted into a DT. The base operation is the comparison of two scalar numbers. If the newly inserted
node always dominates the nodes that it is compared to, then this is the best case and the number of comparisons is M. If the
newly inserted node is always non-dominated by the nodes that it is compared to, this is the worst case and the number of
comparisons is MN (where M is the dimension of the vector, namely the number of objectives; N is the size of the DT). The
average computational complexity is as follows.
2

Property 5. The average computational complexity of inserting a new node into a dominance tree is OðMln N þ MN=2M Þ.
The proof for Property 5 can be found in Appendix A.5. From the computational complexity equation, we can see that
more comparisons are required with the increase of N and M. Based on Property 5, we can infer that the average computa2
tional complexity of constructing a DT with the size of N is OðMNln N þ MN2 =2M Þ.
As for the deleting algorithm, the minimum number of searches for the leftmost node is 1 in the case when all nodes are
non-dominated (i.e., the DT degrades into a list with the child ﬁelds of all nodes being NULL), and the maximum number of
searches is N in the case when no nodes are non-dominated (i.e., the DT degrades into a list with the sibling ﬁelds of all nodes
being NULL). The average computational complexity is as follows.
Property 6. The average computational complexity of deleting the leftmost node is Oðln N=MÞ.
The proof for Property 6 can be found in Appendix A.6. We can see that the expected number of searches increases as N
increases. However, as M increases, more nodes become non-dominated and the size of the DT’s left sub-tree becomes smaller. As a consequence, it is more convenient to ﬁnd the leftmost node. Therefore, the number of searches decreases here.
3. Applying dominance tree to evolutionary multi-objective optimization
As a data structure that can efﬁciently store the three-valued relations of vectors, DT can be an ideal structure for EMO.
This paper demonstrates two cases. In the ﬁrst case, we replace the non-dominated-sort process of NSGA-II with the ﬁtness
assignment strategy based on DT. In order to further explore the potential of DT, in the second case, we discuss a MOEA design based on DT.
3.1. DT-improved NSGA-II
The process of creating a DT can actually be regarded as a ﬁtness assignment process, because a DT can preserve the dominating relations of solutions in the whole population naturally and dynamically. In NSGA-II, a non-dominated-sort approach
is applied for creating the Pareto ranks that divide solutions into different fronts with different ranks. There exist solutions in
the lower front dominating those in the higher front, but the inverse is not the case [9]. In SPEA2, each individual in both the
main population and the elite archive is assigned a strength value. On the basis of the strength value, the ﬁnal rank value is
determined by the summation of the strength values of the individuals that dominate the current individual [33]. Fig. 6

Fig. 6. An illustration of the different ﬁtness assignments in the objective space. The number in top right corner of each ﬁgure is the number of comparisons
in each ﬁtness assignment.
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illustrates these three different ﬁtness assignment strategies in the objective space. The number of comparisons among solutions in each ﬁtness assignment process is also shown in the ﬁgure. We can see that the number of comparisons in the DT is
much smaller than that in NSGA-II and SPEA2.
As a well-known MOEA, NSGA-II performs well in many test functions and in real applications [9]. The processing time of
the non-dominated-sort procedure in NSGA-II is OðMN 2 Þ, because the procedure involves comparing the objective values of
each solution with those of all other solutions in the population [9]. Jensen has presented a fast way to do the non-dominated-sort process, which presents a sweep line algorithm for the two-objective case and a ’divide-and-conquer’ algorithm
for three or more objectives [14]. Jensen’s approach realizes the same function of the non-dominated-sort process with the
different algorithms that have less time complexity.
To validate the applicability of DT in MOEA, we replace the non-dominated-sort process in NSGA-II with the ﬁtness
assignment strategy based on DT. In order to have a fair comparison, we keep all the other settings of NSGA-II unchanged
and meanwhile tune the DT to accommodate those settings in NSGA-II. In particular, the nodes in the DT are also assigned
rank values as their ‘fronts’.
Deﬁnition 6. (Rank Assignment in DT). The ranks of nodes in a dominance tree can be assigned by the following steps:
(1) The root’s rank is 1.
(2) If a node’s rank is k, its child node’s rank is k + 1; and its sibling node’s rank is k.
A node’s rank value will be used as its front. The rank assignment can be realized either with the depth-ﬁrst search algorithm
or breadth-ﬁrst search algorithm. The computational complexity of the two algorithms are both OðNÞ. The assignment approach is similar to Fonseca and Fleming’s approach in which the rank of a solution is assigned the number of solutions associated with the current population dominating it [12]. However, inﬂuenced by the tree structure, the rank of a node in a DT
may be smaller than the actual number of solutions dominating it. Fig. 7 demonstrates the ranks of the ﬁve nodes (originally
given in Fig. 6) that are assigned based on the DT-based assignment strategy. In the ﬁgure, we can see that N2 is dominated
by three nodes: N1, N3 and N5, whereas its rank is 2 in the tree. In some situations, we may ﬁnd that the front of a node
assigned by DT may differ from the front of the same node that is assigned by the non-dominated-sort process in NSGAII. For example, in the right ﬁgure of Fig. 6, the front of N2 assigned by DT is 2, whereas for the same node, the front assigned
in NSGA-II is 3, as shown in the left ﬁgure of Fig. 6.
3.2. Dominance tree based evolutionary algorithm
To fully utilize the properties of DT, the second case presents a DT based MOEA, namely Dominance Tree based Evolutionary Algorithm (DTEA). This algorithm is described in Algorithm 7. It ﬁrst randomly generates an initial population and then
goes on to create a DT with the individuals in the population via the construction algorithms (see Algorithms 1–5). In each
iteration, a newly generated individual will be inserted into the DT and the leftmost node will be deleted from the DT. This
iteration is repeated until the stopping criterion is satisﬁed. As a ﬂexible algorithmic framework described in Algorithm 7,
DTEA can employ almost all of the existing crossover and mutation operators for the generation of new individuals; it
can also generate or delete one or more individuals in one iteration. For example, Shi et al. have applied the multi-parent
crossover operator to generate one individual in one iteration [19] and the algorithms in [21] control the individual generation and deletion to maintain all of the Pareto optimal individuals. In this paper, we employ SBX and polynomial mutation
[7] to generate and delete two individuals in one iteration.

Fig. 7. The rank of the nodes in Fig. 1 using the rank assignment in dominance tree. The number in the bracket is its rank value.
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Algorithm 7. The main loop of DTEA. P stands for the population, T stands for the dominance tree, c stands for the new
generated child, w stands for the deleted node and t stands for the number of generations.
DTEA {
generate the initial population P0 at random;
T 0 = ConstructTree ðP0 Þ;
set t ¼ 0;
while (stopping criterion is not satisfied){
generate child ct from P t ;
AddinTree ðT t ; ct Þ;
delete the leftmost node wt = DeleteMostLeftNode ðT t Þ;
Ptþ1 ¼ P t  fwt g þ fct g;
set t ¼ t þ 1;
}
return P t ;
}
From Algorithm 7 above, we can observe that the eliminating strategy in DTEA deletes the leftmost node of a DT in each
iteration. Its rationality comes from Lemmas 3. According to this lemma, unless all nodes are non-dominated, the leftmost
node in the DT is always dominated by a relatively large number of nodes; thus, deleting the leftmost node is consistent with
the essence of EA: survival of the ﬁttest. In addition, by always deleting the leftmost node, DTEA can maintain the diversity of
the population implicitly. A node with a big count means that it dominates many nodes in the objective space, namely that
its Pareto dominated space is more ’crowded’, so the nodes in its Pareto dominated space should be more likely to be eliminated. As a consequence, less and less solutions exist in the dominated space and more solutions exist in the dominating or
non-dominated space as the evolutionary process goes on. Please note that the nodes in the dominating space are more
prone to converge to the true Pareto front and that the solutions in the non-dominated space are useful to maintain the
diversity of the population. Thus, this eliminating strategy enables DTEA to preserve better individuals towards the two goals
that were discussed at the beginning of this paper. In summary, although DTEA does not use any explicit diversity maintenance strategy as in most existing MOEAs, the DT implicitly contains the density information in the count ﬁeld.
Beneﬁting from the favorable properties of the DT, DTEA has three unique features. First, by taking advantage of the fact
that the DT not only preserves the dominating relations of solutions, but also implicitly contains the density information,
DTEA realizes the two goals of MOEA (i.e., convergence and diversity) with one integrated DT-based strategy. Second, the
DT-based eliminating strategy in DTEA (i.e., eliminating only the leftmost node in one generation) realizes elitism without
any extra effort. Third, because of the above two beneﬁcial features, as compared to traditional MOEAs, DTEA is simpler and
more ﬂexible to implement and has fewer parameters.
3.3. Comparison with other data structures in MOEAs
Several special data structures have been applied to MOEAs for performance enhancement. It is necessary to compare the
DT with these data structures. As a data structure for preserving dominating information among individuals, DT is different
from such data structures in a number of aspects. Mostaghim et al. used Quad-tree to store the Pareto-points of the archives
[16]. Unlike the DT, which is a binary tree, Quad-tree is a m-ary tree. In addition, as the nodes in a Quad-tree are all nondominated by each other, it cannot preserve the dominating or dominated information among individuals. Fieldsend
et al. proposed another DNT structure to avoid the linear comparison in the elite set for every newly inserted individual
[11]. It is coincidental that DNT and DT are both binary trees that aim to utilize the properties of BST to reduce unnecessary
comparisons. One major difference here is that DNT transforms the original individuals into composite points such that the
composite points are in partial order, and then the properties of BST can be used. However, the DT and its construction algorithms promise that the DT’s structure itself can contain the three-valued relations among solutions directly without the
need for composition or transformation. More importantly, the purpose of and applications for the three structures are different. DNT and Quad-tree store and sort the individuals only in the elite archive. Whereas, DT can preserve the dominating
information of the whole population and can be directly applied for ﬁtness assignment. In addition, a DT can also be used for
diversity maintenance.
Alberto and Mateo proposed an IDG structure to maintain the relations among the individuals in the whole population
[1]. Similar to DT, IDG also strives to reduce redundant comparisons by utilizing the transitive property of Pareto dominance.
However, they do differ in several aspects. IDG is a directed graph containing two-valued relations (i.e., dominating and
dominated relations). Whereas, a DT is a binary tree containing the three-valued relations. Furthermore, a DT has a lower
computational complexity and is more efﬁcient than IDG when inserting or deleting a node.
Among these data structures, the most similar work to that of DT is probably that of the Pareto tree, proposed by Chen [4].
Similar to the DT, the Pareto tree can integrate the convergence and diversity strategies into the data structure and maintain
diversity without any special strategies. However, distinct from the DT, which preserves the dominating information of the
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whole population, the Pareto tree only contains the non-dominated population at the current leaf level. Moreover, so far no
literature indicates that the algorithms with the Pareto tree are more efﬁcient than other MOEAs.
Jensen has systematically analyzed the computational complexity of some contemporary MOEAs and has proposed several efﬁcient algorithms to reduce their computational complexity [14]. Let us compare the average computational complexities of the DT-based algorithms with other MOEAs. We select two famous MOEAs, namely SPEA2 and NSGA-II, as
benchmarks for this comparison. We call the DT-improved NSGA-II NSGA-DT and Jensen’s improved version of NSGA-II
NSGA-QS. In order to ensure that there is a fair comparison here, we employ an ‘individual based evaluation’ method. In
other words, the average computational time for evaluating one new solution is compared in these algorithms. Thus, as there
are N individuals evaluated in a generation, the average computational complexity of MOEAs discussed in [14] should be
divided by N. The comparative results are shown in Table 2. (The results of NSGA-II and SPEA2 are taken from Tables 1
and 2 in [14], respectively.) Since a new density estimation metric is used in NSGA-II, the computational complexity of
NSGA-II is less than that of SPEA2 in regard to the niching strategy. Jensen’s algorithm (i.e., NSGA-QS) speeds up the ﬁtness
evaluation of the original NSGA-II. Among the ﬁve algorithms, DTEA has the least computational complexity for the implementation of the niching strategy. In addition, it also signiﬁcantly speeds up the ﬁtness evaluation process. We will compare
their running times further in the following section using numerical experiments.
4. Experiments
The experiments focus on the comparison of effectiveness and efﬁciency of MOEAs. Therefore, the experiments include
two parts. In part one (i.e., comparison of performance), the candidate algorithms are compared in terms of both the quality
of results and the running time. In part two (i.e., comparison of running time), we further compare their running times by
varying the population size and the number of objectives. The algorithms to be compared in the experiments are NSGA-II,
NSGA-QS, SPEA2, NSGA-DT and DTEA. The experiments are carried out on a 3GHz and 512MRAM Pentium IV computer running Windows 2000.
4.1. Comparison of performance
Five two-objective functions and four three-objective functions will be used in the performance experiments. The algorithms will be compared using three criteria: convergence to the true Pareto front, maintenance of diversity and running
time. Each of the algorithms runs for 50 times to obtain reliable results. In this subsection, the algorithms to be compared
are SPEA2, NSGA-II, NSGA-DT and DTEA. Since NSGA-QS only speeds up NSGA-II and does not improve the quality of solutions, it will not be included in this subsection.
4.1.1. Test functions and performance assessment
We ﬁrst describe the test functions to be used to compare the different MOEAs. The ﬁrst ﬁve test functions: ZDT1, ZDT2,
ZDT3, ZDT4 and ZDT6, proposed by Zitzler et al. [32], each have two objectives. These test functions have appeared in many
studies [9,19,29]. Test functions DTLZ1–DTLZ4 proposed in [10] have also been widely used by many researchers as functions
with three-objectives [14,22,29].
For a fair comparison of these four algorithms, they all use real-code, simulated binary crossover (SBX) and polynomial
mutation [7]. The same parameters are used for the four algorithms. Please note that no effort is made to ﬁnd the best
parameter settings for the DT-based algorithms. The population size is 200 and the archive size is 200. The distribution indexes for crossover and mutation operators are gc and gm , respectively, and they are both 20. The crossover probability is 1
and the mutation probability is 1=n for all test functions, where n is the number of variables. The number of individuals to be
generated and evaluated are settled as follows: 25,000 for ZDT1–ZDT6, 40,000 for DTLZ1–DTLZ4. The generations of SPEA2,
NSGA-II and NSGA-DT are equal to the number of the total evaluated individuals divided by the population size. Because the
SBX operator used in DTEA only generates two new individuals and DTEA deletes two individuals in one generation, the generations of DTEA are equal to the number of the evaluated individuals divided by two. In DTEA, the parent individuals are
randomly selected from the current population.
Measure criterion is an important issue in multi-objective optimization [34] and this study employs two popular measure
criteria. The ﬁrst metric  measures the extent of convergence to a known set of Pareto optimal solutions [9,27]. The method
ﬁrst identiﬁes a set of uniformly spaced solutions ðP  Þ from the true Pareto optimal front in the objective space and then
calculates the minimum Euclidean distance from each solution in the obtained optimal set ðQ Þ to the chosen solutions in
P  . The average of these distances is ﬁnally used as the metric (see Eq. (1)). For the test functions from ZDT1 to DTLZ4,
the numbers of the uniformly spaced solutions are 500, 500, 537, 500, 500, 820, 1062, 1062 and 1062, respectively. The smaller  is, the better the convergence toward the true Pareto optimal front is
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Deb has suggested the following metric D (see Eq. (2)) to measure the extent of spread achieved among the solutions ob is the mean value of these
tained [8,27]. In the metric, di is the Euclidean distance between neighboring solutions, while d
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distance measures. The parameter dm is the minimum Euclidean distance between the extreme solution of P in the mth
objective function and the solutions in Q. Deb et al. have used the metric for the test function with two objectives [9]. Generally, the metric D takes a smaller value with a better distribution of solutions within the extreme solutions.
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4.1.2. Results and discussion
Figs. 8 and 9 summarize the experimental results of the four algorithms in the nine test functions in terms of the two
respective performance measures. The distribution of results for each performance measure are represented by box plots
[3], a tool that can efﬁciently visualize the distribution of simulation data [26,31,32]. In a box plot, the horizontal line within
the box represents the median and the upper and lower ends of box are the upper and lower quartiles. ‘+’ appendages represent the outliers. In the following discussion, we ﬁrst present the experimental results and then go on to explain the reasons for such.
As shown in Fig. 8, the four algorithms perform in a similar manner in regard to the convergence metric  on most test
functions and all can approximate the optimal front. It can be observed that the median values of DTEA are the smallest in

Fig. 8. Box plots based on the measures of metric  . 1–4 represent DTEA, SPEA2, NSGA-II and NSGA-DT, respectively.

Fig. 9. Box plots based on the measures of metric D. 1–4 represent DTEA, SPEA2, NSGA-II and NSGA-DT, respectively.
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ZDT1, ZDT2, ZDT3, ZDT6, DTLZ1, DTLZ3 and DTLZ4. For most functions, NSGA-II and NSGA-DT are slightly better than SPEA2.
In all cases, NSGA-DT has similar results to NSGA-II. In ZDT1–ZDT4, the distribution of results in DTEA is wider than those
seen in the other algorithms. However, in ZDT6-DTLZ4, we do not see any apparent difference in the distribution of results of
the four algorithms.
Fig. 9 shows the result of the distribution metric D for the different algorithms. For most functions, SPEA2’s distribution is
the best one. NSGA-II and NSGA-DT also have very close distribution except for ZDT6. Although with respect to the functions
with two objectives, DTEA’s distribution is worse than those of the other algorithms, this is not the case for the functions
with three objectives, where DTEA, NSGA-II and NSGA-DT have very similar results. Thus, compared to other algorithms,
we can consider that the DT-based MOEAs may have an improving distribution (i.e., diversity of solutions) as the number
of objectives increases. In order to verify this tendency, we further perform a diversity comparison experiments for a different number of objectives with the scalable test function DTLZ1 that has been illustrated in Section 4.2. The numbers of objectives are 2, 3 and 4, respectively, and the evaluated individuals are 20,000, 40,000 and 80,000, respectively. The running
generations are 200. The metric D is also used to measure the diversity. The numbers of the uniformly spaced solutions
for the three cases of objectives are 500, 1275 and 1676, respectively. Table 3 shows the comparison results for 50 runs. Compared to other algorithms, DTEA has a growing advantage in regard to the diversity maintenance as the number of objectives
increases. NSGA-DT also obtains better diversities than NSGA-II. The reason for this is assumed to be that with the growth in
the number of objectives, the non-dominated solutions rapidly increase. In this situation, the DT may be superior for managing the population as compared to other approaches.
Table 4 shows the average running time of the four MOEAs. The running time of DTEA is much less than those of the other
algorithms in all test functions, SPEA2 is the slowest one, and NSGA-DT is signiﬁcantly faster than NSGA-II. In summary, the
two algorithms based on DT, namely DTEA and NSGA-DT, are signiﬁcantly faster than the other two well-known algorithms.
For all of the nine test functions, SPEA2 performs best at maintaining diversity. However, its running time is signiﬁcantly
longer than the other algorithms. The reason for this is assumed to be that the density estimation used in SPEA2, the kth
nearest neighbor method, while being an effective strategy for maintaining diversity, is also quite time-consuming.
NSGA-II and NSGA-DT have very similar convergence and diversity. The reason is that NSGA-DT only replaces the nondominated-sort process of NSGA-II with the DT, so it has a minor effect on the performance of NSGA-II. On the other hand,
NSGA-DT is signiﬁcantly faster than NSGA-II, due to its being enhanced by the DT. This control experiment demonstrates the
time-saving feature of the DT-based individual evaluation and ﬁtness assignment strategy. Compared to SPEA2 and NSGA-II,
DTEA has slightly better convergence and at the same time slightly worse diversity for most functions. Although the diversity
of DTEA is worse than the other algorithms in the functions with two objectives, its D values in ZDT1–ZDT6 are still smaller
than 1, so the diversity is also acceptable. Please note that the diversity of DTEA is maintained by the DT implicitly without
any special diversity maintenance strategy. It should also be noted that no attempts are made to design speciﬁc strategies for
the DT-based methods, for example, no special operators, diversity strategy or selection of best parameters for the DT. From
the experiments, it can be observed that for two-objective functions, the distribution of results in DTEA is wider than that in
the other MOEAs, showing that DTEA may not be as stable as the other two algorithms in regard to two-objective functions.
Please note that the DT’s structure is dependent on the input sequence of nodes. As a result, the selection process of DTEA is
inﬂuenced not only by non-domination ranks and density information, but also by the sequence of nodes. The sequence of
nodes as a random factor may cause some small perturbations to DTEA.
As a summary of the performance experiments, it can be seen that the DT-based algorithms (i.e., DTEA and NSGA-DT)
obtain competitive solutions with signiﬁcantly less computing time as compared to the two popular MOEAs: NSGA-II and
SPEA2. Therefore, we consider the DT to be an effective data structure that can signiﬁcantly speed up MOEAs while not compromising their performance.

Table 3
The diversity comparison for the different number of objectives. M represents the number of objectives. The ﬁrst column for each algorithm represents the
mean value of metric D, and the second column is the variance value.
M

DTEA

2
3
4

0.9325
0.8101
0.8875

SPEA2
0.2068
0.1497
0.2342

0.2208
0.6165
0.9302

NSGA-II
0.3153
0.4884
0.1583

NSGA-DT

0.4816
0.7768
0.9184

0.2511
0.3591
0.1654

0.4781
0.7472
0.9081

0.2390
0.3705
0.1828

Table 4
Compare running time of different algorithms. The time unit is millisecond.

DTEA
SPEA2
NSGA-II
NSGA-DT

ZDT1

ZDT2

ZDT3

ZDT4

ZDT6

DTLZ1

DTLZ2

DTLZ3

DTLZ4

1122
14,595
3504
2806

1059
13,773
4518
1809

1126
14,290
3463
2655

307
12,043
2227
2186

268
10,156
2234
1115

1040
26,399
4745
3042

2260
29,619
6046
5892

844
26,382
4808
3064

2303
30,051
7137
6141
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4.2. Comparison of running time
In this subsection, we further compare the running time of different MOEAs by varying the population size and the number of objectives. In the following experiments, we exclude SPEA2, since SPEA2 is evidently slower than the other algorithms
as shown in Section 4.1. Thus, the algorithms to be compared here are NSGA-II, NSGA-QS, NSGA-DT and DTEA.

1
xM ÞÞ
x1 x2    xM1 ð1 þ gð~
2
1
f 2 ð~
xÞ ¼ x1 x2    ð1  xM1 Þð1 þ gð~
xM ÞÞ
2
..
.
1
xÞ ¼ x1 ð1  x2 Þð1 þ gð~
xM ÞÞ
f M1 ð~
2
1
f M ð~
xÞ ¼ ð1  x1 Þð1 þ gð~
xM ÞÞ
2 0
1
X
2
xM j þ
ððxi  0:5Þ  cosð20pðxi  0:5ÞÞÞA
gð~
xM Þ ¼ 100@j~

Minimize f 1 ð~
xÞ ¼

where

ð3Þ

xi 2~
xM

0 6 xi 6 1; i ¼ 1;    ; n
DTLZ1 is used as the test function (see Eq. (3)) here, because it is a standard multi-objective benchmark function and the
number of objectives can be modiﬁed [10]. In addition, it takes very little time to calculate the objective functions and to
execute its genetic operators, which means that the difference in running times should mainly be attributed to different
comparison mechanisms. The number of decision variables is j~
xj ¼ M þ k  1, where k is a parameter. The notation ~
xM is used
to denote the last k elements of ~
x. As suggested in [10], k is set to 5 in the experiments. The results that will to be shown are
the average values in 10 runs. The experiment parameters are set as follows: gc ¼ 20 and gm ¼ 20. The crossover probability
is 1 and the mutation probability is 0:1. The number of objectives (i.e., M) are 2 and 5, respectively. Ten different population
size settings are used, ranging from 50 to 1400. The number of generations is 50 for NSGA-DT, NSGA-QS and NSGA-II. For a
fair comparison, the generation of DTEA is calculated as 50N=2 (where N is the population size), as DTEA only generates and
deletes two individuals in one generation.
Fig. 10 shows the results in a logarithmic scale. The results for the case with two objectives are demonstrated in the ﬁgure
on the left in Fig. 10. In examining this ﬁgure, it is clear in all cases that DTEA is the fastest one and NSGA-II is the slowest
one. NSGA-QS is faster than NSGA-DT. As the population size increases, the difference among the four algorithms becomes
more signiﬁcant. All four of the lines seem to be approximately linear. Since the plots are in a log scale, this indicates that the
processing time follows a T ¼ bN a relation. The parameter a can be estimated with linear regression. For NSGA-II, a is 1.91,
which means NSGA-II has approximately a N 2 growth in running time. For NSGA-QS, a is 1.19, and it is 1.34 for NSGA-DT. For
DTEA, a is 1.01 which is very close to linear growth.
The experimental results of the case with ﬁve objectives are demonstrated in the ﬁgure on the right in Fig. 10. In all of the
cases, DTEA is still the fastest one for the different populations. When the population size is small, the running times of
NSGA-DT and NSGA-QS are longer than that of NSGA-II. As the population size increases, NSGA-QS and NSGA-DT become
faster than NSGA-II at the points when the population sizes are larger than 200 and 800, respectively. The linear regression
analysis shows that a in NSGA-II, NSGA-QS and NSGA-DT are 1.89, 1.39 and 1.53, respectively. The trend of DTEA does not

Fig. 10. The processing times of the four algorithms on the DTLZ1 problem for two and ﬁve objectives.
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seem to be linear, especially when the population is quite large (e.g., larger than 800). This shows that an increase in the
running time of DTEA is less than that of the other three algorithms as the population size increases. In summary, DTEA
is always the fastest one and NSGA-DT runs faster than NSGA-II when the population size is considered to be large.
From the experiments, it can be seen that the advantages of NSGA-DT over NSGA-II are not as signiﬁcant as in the other
cases when the number of objectives is large and, at the same time, the population size is small. The reason for this is that when
the number of objectives is large, more individuals in the population tend to be non-dominated. In this situation, a new nondominated individual should be compared to each of the non-dominated individuals in the tree, leading NSGA-DT to need
more time in initializing the DT. Many other approaches also face the same difﬁculty, for example IDG [1], Quad-tree [16], Pareto tree [4] and the fast algorithms proposed by Jensen [14]. Compared to these approaches, DTEA has the advantage of having
a running time that is less sensitive to the number of objectives. When the non-dominated solutions become large, it does take
more time for DTEA to insert a new non-dominated individual. However, under the same conditions, the size of the DT’s left
sub-tree becomes smaller. Thus, it takes less time for DTEA to delete the leftmost node. This is one reason why the number of
objectives has less effect on DTEA. It should be noted that for a fair and strict comparison, the most efﬁcient versions of SPEA2
and NSGA-II were performed. Since DTEA only generates and deletes two individuals in one generation, it can be considered to
be a steady-state algorithm (see [17] for the deﬁnition of steady-state algorithms). If the comparison had been between DTEA
and the steady-state versions of NSGA-II and SPEA2, DTEA would have shown an even more signiﬁcant time-saving advantage,
since more comparisons and generations are required by the steady-state versions of NSGA-II and SPEA2.
5. Improvements
As presenting the DT as a general data structure for MOEAs, we do not discuss any speciﬁc implementation strategies that
can improve the performance of the DT-based algorithms in this paper. As illustrated in the performance experiments, the
DT-based algorithms were not found to be obviously better than SPEA2 and NSGA-II in terms of the quality of results,
although they were generally much faster. There are several possible ways to further enhance the performance of the DTbased algorithms (e.g., DTEA). Recent work has shown that the restricted number of solutions in the elite archive can result
in shrinking and oscillating/retreating the estimated Pareto front [33]. For this reason, Fieldsend et al. highlighted the use of
an active elite archive to improve the optimization speed of these algorithms [11]. In DTEA, the elite archive (i.e., the sibling
chain of the DT) is active prior to the ﬁrst time that all of the nodes become non-dominated. After this, it may be restricted
(i.e., the elite size is equal to the population size). It is effortless to make the elite archive unconstrained in the whole evolutionary process by designing a strategy to control the population’s growth and decline. Moghaddam et al. proposed an
adaptive elite archive updating process by saving the dissimilar solutions when the maximum archive size is exceeded
[15]. Yen and Lu have designed the population’s growth and decline strategies to determine if an individual will survive
or be eliminated based on some qualitative indicators [29]. Similar strategies can also be used in DTEA [21].
As for diversity maintenance, it is possible to add a density estimator into DTEA [21]. In DTEA, the nodes in the sibling chain
are sorted according to their count values. We can evaluate the density values of the nodes in the same sibling chain and sort
them, ﬁrst according to their count values, then by their density values. Because it only compares the density values of the nodes
in the same sibling chain, the computational complexity of the improved algorithm is still lower than that in many MOEAs.
6. Conclusion
This paper introduced a general data structure-dominance tree (DT) that can store the three-valued relations of vectors
and also discussed its applications in EMO. The DT can be characterized as a binary tree: (1) storing three-valued relations:
dominating, dominated and non-dominated; (2) maintaining only the necessary relations among vectors, and thus signiﬁcantly reducing unnecessary comparisons; and (3) implicitly containing the density information of vectors. To demonstrate
the potential applications of DT as an effective ﬁtness assignment strategy in EMO, we replaced the non-dominated-sort process of NSGA-II with a DT-based method. The experiments showed that while the DT version of NSGA-II did not compromise
the original NSGA-II’s performance, it achieved a much faster running speed than the original version. In addition, this paper
further presented DTEA, a MOEA specially built on the favorable properties of DT. In DTEA, a single strategy based on DT
realizes both the convergence and diversity goals in MOEA. Moreover, the DT-based eliminating strategy not only maintains
the diversity naturally, but also realizes elitism without any extra effort. In the performance experiments, DTEA showed its
potential in producing statistically competitive results compared with SPEA2 and NSGA-II in the nine popular multi-objective optimization benchmark functions. In addition, DTEA was signiﬁcantly faster than SPEA2, NSGA-II and the improved version of NSGA-II by Jensen.
As we know, EAs may suffer from premature convergence if the population size is too small, and therefore a large population is usually desirable. However, large population sizes are often infeasible in real world applications due to the high
computational complexity of the existing ﬁtness assignment methods and likely also due to the possible convergence slowdown caused by population sizes. Thus, we believe that a ﬁtness assignment strategy based on a DT can both directly contribute to the reduction of computational complexity and indirectly contribute to the enhancement of solution quality, since
the increasing population sizes in the DT-based methods result in a lower incremental rate of running time compared with
most existing ﬁtness assignment methods.
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This paper addresses the properties, effectiveness and efﬁciency of a DT for EMO. However, the application of a DT may
not be limited to EMO. As a general data structure, a DT may be suitable for many applications that require efﬁcient storage
of three-valued information (e.g., relations similar to dominating, dominated and non-dominated in multi-objective
optimization).
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Appendix A
A.1. Proof of Property 1
~ are three vectors and ~
~ ¼ fw1 ; . . . ; wn g. If Pareto dominance is not antiv; w
u ¼ fu1 ; . . . ; un g; ~
v ¼ fv 1 ; . . . ; v n g; w
Let ~
u; ~
reﬂexive, there exits ~
u and ~
u ~
u. According to the deﬁnition of Pareto dominance, there exits ui and ui < ui , but this is impossible. So Pareto dominance is anti-reﬂexive.
~ , then ui 6 v i and v i 6 wi ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ, so ui 6 wi . Because there exits uj and uj < v j , uj < wj . According
v and ~
v w
If ~
u~
~ . So Pareto dominance is transitive.
to the deﬁnition of Pareto dominance, ~
uw
In summary, Pareto dominance is anti-reﬂexive and transitive. h
A.2. Proof of Property 2

v Þ ¼ 1; ~u  ~
v . So Betterð~
v ; ~uÞ ¼ 1.
Because Betterð~
u; ~
v Þ ¼ 1; ~
v  ~u. So Betterð~
v ; ~uÞ ¼ 1.
Because Betterð~
u; ~
v Þ ¼ 0, there are no ~u  ~
v or ~
v  ~u. So Betterð~
v ; ~uÞ ¼ 0.
Because Betterð~
u; ~

h

A.3. Proof of Property 3
~ Þ ¼ 1; ~
~ . According to Property 1, ~
~ , so Betterð~
~ Þ ¼ 1. h
v Þ ¼ 1; ~u  ~
v :Betterð~
v; w
v w
uw
u; w
Betterð~
u; ~
A.4. Proof of Property 4
~; ~
~ Þ ¼ 1, then Betterðw
~; ~
v Þ ¼ 1; Betterðw
v Þ ¼ 1. But this is
If Betterð~
u; w
uÞ ¼ 1 according to Property 2. Because Betterð~
u; ~
~ Þ ¼ 0. So Betterð~
~ Þ–  1. h
v; w
u; w
impossible because Betterð~
A.5. Proof of Property 5
The base operation is the comparison of two scalar numbers. The objective space is M dimensions. There are N nodes; i
nodes are in the left sub-tree and N  i  1 nodes are in the right sub-tree. The possibility of a new node dominating the root
is a; the possibility of the node dominated by the root node is b; the possibility of non-dominance is c and a þ b þ c ¼ 1.
When there are N nodes and i nodes are in the left sub-tree of the root, Q ðN; iÞ is the average number of comparisons,
and kN;i is the size of the current Pareto optimal set, namely the size of the sibling chain of the dominance tree. PðiÞ is the
average number of comparisons when the size of the tree is i. Q ðN; iÞ can be calculated as follows. (When the new node dominates the root, we omit the operation that the nodes in the sibling chain dominated by the new node are deleted from the
sibling chain and inserted into the left sub-tree of the new node, since these operations are constant.)

QðN; iÞ ¼ aMkN;i þ bðPðiÞ þ MÞ þ cðPðN  i  1Þ þ MÞ

ð4Þ

In the analysis, we do not consider the boundary limit of the objective space and the effect of the operators, and another
hypothesis is that the N nodes are randomly sorted, namely the possibility of i being 0; 1; . . . or N  1 is equal.
u0 in X is
The M-dimension objective space X can be denoted as X ¼ fðx1 ; . . . ; xM Þj  a < xi < a; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Mg. A solution ~
u 0 2 X. ~
u0 ’s Pareto dominating space Xdi is denoted as Xdi ¼ fðv 1 ; . . . ; v M Þjðv 1 ; . . . ; v M Þ 2
denoted as ~
u0 ¼ ðu1 ; . . . ; uM Þ and ~
X ^ v i 6 ui ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; Mg. Without regard to the effect of the operators, a new node distributes in X with the same possibility,
so the possibility of the node being in Xdi can be deﬁned as follows. (nðXÞ denotes the volume of X.)

qðXdi Þ ¼

nðXdi Þ
¼
nðXÞ

Q

i¼1;...;M ðui
M

ð2aÞ

þ aÞ

ð5Þ
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Without considering the boundary limit, a ! 1, so qðXdi Þ ! 1=2M . The similar analysis shows that when
a ! 1; qðXdd Þ ! 1=2M and qðXdn Þ ! 1  1=2M1 . So, according to the hypothesis, a ¼ b ¼ 1=2M , and c ¼ 1  1=2M1 .
According to the hypothesis, PðNÞ can be calculated as follows:

PðNÞ ¼

N1
N1
N1
1 X
1a X
Ma X
Q ðN; iÞ ¼
PðiÞ þ
kN;i þ Mð1  aÞ
N i¼0
N i¼0
N i¼0

ð6Þ

According to Lemmas 1, kN;i ¼ kN;j ði–jÞ. We denote it as kN .

PðNÞ ¼ Mð1  a þ akN Þ þ

N1
1a X
PðiÞ
N i¼0

ð7Þ

and Pð1Þ ¼ M. According to Eq. (7),
N1
X

PðiÞ ¼

i¼0

N
ðPðNÞ  Mð1  a þ akN ÞÞ
1a

ð8Þ

and
N1
X

PðiÞ ¼ PðN  1Þ þ

i¼0

N2
X
i¼0

PðiÞ ¼ PðN  1Þ þ

N1
ðPðN  1Þ  Mð1  a þ akN1 ÞÞ
1a

ð9Þ

According to Eqs. (8) and (9),

PðNÞ ¼

Na
1N
Mð1  aÞ
M akN1 þ
PðN  1Þ þ MakN þ
N
N
N

ð10Þ

The size of the Pareto optimal set of N nodes is no smaller than that of N  1 nodes existing in the N nodes, so
kN1 6 kN 6 kN1 þ 1.

a
M akN  aM þ M
MðakN  2a þ 1Þ
þ aM 6 PðN  1Þ þ
þ aM
PðNÞ 6 ð1  ÞPðN  1Þ þ
N
N
N
1 1
1
6 MðakN  2a þ 1Þð þ þ    þ Þ þ aMN þ M 6 ðakN  2a þ 1ÞM ln N þ aMN þ M
2 3
N

ð11Þ

kN is the size of Pareto optimal set of the N nodes. It has a positive correlation to the number of the nodes N and the number
of the objectives M. We estimate the average size of kN . In the ideal condition, there are 2aN nodes in the root’s left sub-tree
and N  2aN nodes in its right sub-tree and each dominance tree has the same rule. So Nð1  2aÞkN P 1, namely
kN 6  ln N= lnð1  2aÞ. With Taylor Series, lnð1  2aÞ  2a, so kN 6 ln N=2a. Because a ¼ 1=2M ; kN 6 2M1 ln N. This
inequation shows that the size of the Pareto optimal set of the population is the exponential increment with the number
of objectives and logarithmic increment with the size of the population. Because kN 6 2M1 ln N and a ¼ 1=2M :

PðNÞ 6 ðln N=2  1=2M1 þ 1ÞM ln N þ MN=2M þ M

ð12Þ

Omitting the tiny variable, the computational complexity of a new individual inserted into the dominance tree is
2
OðMln N þ MN=2M Þ. h
A.6. Proof of Property 6
We denote d as the number of searching the leftmost node, and this is also the length of the leftmost link of the dominance tree. According to the analysis in Property 5, the following inequation can be drawn: Nð2aÞd P 1, namely d 6 log2a N.
1
log2 N. So the computational complexity of deleting the leftmost node is Oðln N=MÞ. h
Because a ¼ 21M ; d 6 M1
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